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Cross flow heat exchangers are a fairly common apparatus employed 
throughout many industrial processes.  For these types of systems, correlations 
have been extensively developed.  However, there have been no correlations done 
for very high enthalpy flows as produced by Arnold Engineering Development 
Center’s (AEDC) H2 facility.  The H2 facility uses a direct current electric arc to heat 
air which is then expanded through a converging-diverging nozzle to impart a 
supersonic velocity to the air.  This high enthalpy, high temperature air must be 
cooled downstream by the use of a cross flow heat exchanger. 
It is of interest to evaluate the actual performance of the air cooler to 
determine the effectiveness of possible facility upgrades.  In order to characterize 
cooler effectiveness, a numerical model is built to calculate per-tube-row energy 
balances using real (temperature and pressure dependent) air and water properties 
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1.1 Facility Description 
 The H2 arc heater is an N-4 Huels-type arc heated ground test facility used 
to simulate representative hypersonic heating environments for hypersonic 
materials testing.  The facility uses a high-voltage, direct-current power supply to 
generate an electric arc discharge heating the working fluid to a total temperature 
of up to 5,300 K (9,600°R) at total pressures of up to 100 atm.  The facility 
exhausts into a subatmospheric test cell providing high enthalpy flows at Mach 
numbers ranging from 3.4 to 7 in order to simulate hypersonic flight at simulated 
pressure altitudes ranging from 20 to 50 km (70 to 160 kft).[1][2] 
The Huels-type arc heater is one of the simplest arc heater configurations 
available.  The facility is usually configured to use dry air as the working fluid, but 
recent testing has successfully demonstrated that nitrogen is a viable test gas as 
well.[3]  Figure 1 shows a notional schematic of a Huels arc heater.  Figure 2 shows 
an aft view of the H2 Huels heater at AEDC’s High Temperature Lab. 
 
Figure 1 - Schematic of a Huels Arc Heater 
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As seen in figure 1, the H2 arc heater consists of two coaxial electrodes 
separated by a swirl chamber.  The working fluid (air or nitrogen) is injected 
circumferentially into the heater at the electrode interface.  This injection causes 
the electric arc to be vortex stabilized—meaning that the test gas has a tangential 
velocity component that helps to fix the arc at the bore centerline[3].  This 
interaction with the arc causes the working fluid to be heated before expanding 
through the nozzle.  The heated gas is used to subject material specimens to high 
temperature and high shear environments for survivability testing.  After exposure 
on the test material coupons, this high temperature flow must be brought to a 
lower temperature before being forwarded to the exhaust air plant compressors, 
which are used to generate the subatmospheric condition in the test cell. 
Downstream of the test cell, a 95 foot long diffuser is used for pressure 
recovery and removes some heat energy from the flow through its water cooled  
 
 




Figure 3 - The Inlet of H2's Cross Flow, Staggered Tube Heat Exchanger 
walls.  A water-cooled cross flow heat exchanger is used on the downstream side of 
the diffuser to further reduce the air temperature.  The inlet of this heat exchanger 
may be seen in figure 3.  Figure 4 shows a cross sectional view of the heat 
exchanger as installed in the H2 exhaust air system. 
The objective of this study is the analysis of the heat transfer taking place 
within this water-cooled cross flow heat exchanger.  Dry air will be considered the 
working fluid.  As seen in figure 4, the air ―cooler‖ consists of a series of varying-
diameter staggered tubes.  The geometry variation is due to strength requirements 
needed to prevent punctures should a material sample break during testing.  The 
most downstream tube rows (consistent with topical literature, row is defined as a 
vertical series of tubes at the same axial location), are helically finned tubes. 
The heat energy is removed from the system by untreated reservoir water at 




Figure 4 - Cross Sectional View of the H2 Cooler 
water pumps to remove large particulates from the flow.  High flow rate water 
pumps provide the pressure differential to flow this water at volumetric flow rates 
over 10,000 gallons per minute through the heat exchanger.  For the analyses 
presented here, the cooling water is considered to be pure. 
 
1.2 Problem Description 
 In the interest of considering possible facility upgrades, it is vital to 
determine the thermal margin that is available within the existing cooler.  When the 
current device was procured in 1987, a low fidelity model was developed using 
statically determined properties at standard temperature and pressure.  To account 
for the higher temperatures of the flow, a   value of 1.2 was used.  The old model 
used the Grimison heat transfer model for banks of staggered tubes and the 
Gunter-Shaw relations to account for pressure drop through the tube banks. 
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It is necessary to use real gas (temperature and pressure dependent) 
properties to refine the calculated results.  Coupled with this, higher fidelity heat 
transfer and pressure drop relations are needed to improve the numerical accuracy 
of the model.  As will be shown later, these provide a significant improvement in 
the efficacy of the model at certain conditions. 
As can be seen in figure 5, there is significant variation in the thermodynamic 
properties of air over the range of enthalpies and temperatures seen throughout 
the heat exchanger.  The curves used in figure 5 are generated from the property 
fit data presented by Gupta, et al. in reference [4].  These data are presented in 
Appendix D for a nominal air pressure of 1.5 psia. 
Note the discontinuity in the Prandtl number curve.  The Prandtl number is a 
calculated parameter using the specific heat, the thermal conductivity, and the 
 
 
Figure 5 - Thermodynamic Properties of air at 1.5 psia 
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viscosity.  The discontinuity lies on the boundary of a thermal calculation range and 
is due to having finite precision in the curve fit coefficients.  Also, these data were 
interpolated for the given pressure regime.  The program does not attempt to 
correct for these discontinuous regions in the curve, using only the discrete values 
calculated by the thermodynamic properties function.  This may be improved upon 
in a later revision to the numeric model. 
Total enthalpy is a facility-calculated parameter and is used as an input to 
the program.  The other two air-side program inputs are the mass flow rate of the  
air and the diffuser exit / cooler inlet pressure.  From the pressure and enthalpy, it 
is then possible to determine the remaining thermodynamic properties using the 
relations presented by Gupta, et al. in reference [4].  This is further detailed in the 
next chapter. 
 For the calculation of water-side heat transfer, the cooling water inlet 
temperature, inlet pressure, and volumetric flow rate (all measured parameters 





2.1 Analysis Technique 
 A computer program was written to better model the heat transfer taking 
place within the H2 air cooler.  The program, written in C++, calculates the heat 
transfer from the air to the cooling water on a row-by-row basis using convective 
relations for the air and water interfaces and conduction equations for the tube 
walls.  The cooler inlet state is given for air and water, as well as the cooler 
geometry and material properties.  The flowchart in figure 6 shows an overview of 
the program functionality. 
 The calculations that take place within the main calculation loop (labeled 
― olve Rowj‖ in the flowchart), are presented by figure 7.  For each row, the 
thermodynamic properties of air and water are computed based on the inlet states.  
For the initial tube row, the cooler inlet properties are used.  For successive 
downstream tube rows, the outlet state of the previous tube row is initialized as the 
inputs for the current row of interest. 
In order to first begin a higher fidelity model, a better evaluation of air 
properties must be used.  For this purpose, a function was developed to calculate 
real gas properties for equilibrium air at temperatures between 0-30,000 K 
(0-54,000°R) and pressures between 10-4-100 atm based on the curve fit data from 
Gupta, et al. in reference [4].  The thermodynamic properties calculated by these 
equations represent a three dimensional surface with temperature and pressure as 





Figure 6 - Program Overview Flowchart 
 
Because total enthalpy is given as the program input, an iterative loop is 
used to converge on the inlet air temperature for the given inlet pressure by 
minimizing the residual error in the enthalpy calculation.  Once the temperature is 
calculated, the remaining thermodynamic properties are calculated using their 
respective surface fit equations, the calculated temperature, and the input 
pressure.  This operation is notionally shown in the flowchart given in figure 8.  




Figure 7 - Row Solver Algorithm Overview Flowchart 
 
the International Association for the Properties of Water and Steam (IAPWS) in 
references [5] and [6]. 
 The program compares four different heat transfer correlations to determine 
which has the smallest residual error when compared to the measured data.  The 




Figure 8 - Air Thermodynamic Properties Solver Overview 
 
the convective strength of the flow.  This is used to calculate the heat transfer from 
the air to the cooling water using the first law of thermodynamics.  Then the water 
temperature rise is cumulatively fed forward through the discretized heat 
exchanger equations. 
The program also compares several different pressure drop models to 
determine which relationship gives the best match to the measured data.  For 
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completeness, the Darcy-Weisbach pressure drop equation is used to model the 
water-side pressure drop; though this varies the thermodynamic properties little. 
 
2.2 Heat Transfer Models 
 Traditional empirical methods for heat exchanger analysis typically specify a 
lower bound Prandtl number of 0.7 and a lower bound Reynolds number of 2000.  
For the inlet conditions of the H2 cooler, the temperatures are high enough that the 
air may have a Prandtl number around 0.55 and the Reynolds number may be less 
than 150.  These input conditions must be acceptable for the heat transfer models 
used by the program. 
 When evaluating the heat transfer from the air to the cooling water, the 
efficacy of the energy exchange is typically a function of the Reynolds number of 
the flow, the Prandtl number of the flow, and a coefficient that is empirically 
 
 




Figure 10 - Equivalent Resistance Circuit Analogy 
determined based on the heat exchanger geometry and tube arrangement.  These 
factors are used to evaluate the Nusselt number,   , and is typically expressed by 
a similarity equation of the form[8][9]: 
               
where   is a generic scalar variable 
(1) 
 
The Nusselt number is used to calculate the convective heat transfer 
coefficient ( ) which is used to quantify the heat energy transferred from the air to 
the tube wall (  ). 
Before it is possible to quantify the amount of heat transfer through the 
system, the control volume of interest must be defined and the analytic models for 
the calculation must be developed.  Consider the control volume around a single 
tube as shown in figure 9.  This control volume has elements of internal flow 
convection (the cooling water), external flow convection (cross flow of air over a 
body), and conduction heat transfer (through the tube wall). 
It may be observed that the system may be modeled by use of a circuit 
analogy as applied to the heat transfer relations as shown in figure 10.  By this 
analogy, the heat transfer may be computed directly using the known inlet air and 




    
            
   
 (2) 
 
From the first law of thermodynamics, equation 2 can be expressed as: 
 
   
            
   
                           (3) 
 
where     is the inlet air enthalpy and      is the outlet air enthalpy as shown for the 
single tube control volume in figure 9. 
The equivalent thermal resistance of this system is given as the sum of the 
individual resistances—these being the air-side convection term, the tube wall 
conduction term, and the water-side convection term. 
 
                         (4) 
 
The water-side thermal resistance is calculated based on the result of the 
Dittus-Boelter equation[7] for internal flow: 
 
            
 
        
Where:       (for heating) 
                  (for cooling) 
(5) 
 
The operation of the heat exchanger is such that the air temperature is greater 
than the water temperature; thus, from an internal flow perspective, the cooling 
water will be heated and the exponent       is used. 




        
           
   
  
                          
   
 (6) 
 
The results of equation 6 were used to evaluate the water-side thermal resistance 
as: 
 
        
 
             
 (7) 
 
Now, the tube wall thermal resistance must be evaluated.  This is done by 
recognizing that the conduction equation in cylindrical coordinates is given by 
 
       
  
  





For a hollow cylinder, this becomes[7]: 
 
    
               






Based on equation 9, it can be seen that the thermal resistance for a hollow 
cylinder is given by: 
 
       
   
    
   
 
        
 (10) 
 
The air-side thermal resistance is of significant interest.  The cross-flow 
environment in this particular application is such that the conditions are outside of 
the bounds of traditional heat transfer models.  The air-side thermal resistance 
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follows the form of equation 11 for smooth-tubes with a modification for finned 
tubes to account for the increased surface area as shown in equation 11a.  A 
derivation of equation 11a may be found in Appendix A. 
 
      
 
           
 (11) 
 for finned tubes
   
           
 
         
    
  




Similar to equation 6, the air-side convective heat transfer coefficient is 
evaluated as: 
 
      
         
    
 (12) 
 
The air-side convective heat transfer coefficient cannot be determined 
without first calculating the Nusselt number.  As mentioned previously, this 
calculation will be of the form given by equation 1 with variations to account for 
bank geometries. 
Note that the equations presented thus far were developed from the 
perspective of flow over a single tube.  The number of tubes per row (  ) must be 
taken into account to determine the total heat transfer through that tube row. 
For the scope of this paper, only the heat transfer relations for a staggered 
array of tubes is examined; though, in practice, in-line arrays of tubes may be 
found in many applications.  Heat transfer from banks of tubes depends on the flow 
conditions, tube geometries, and tube arrangements.  Regarding the flow 
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conditions, the heat transfer from the shell-side fluid to a tube in the first row of 
the bank differs from that of a single tube due to the influence of other tubes within 
that row as well as any tubes in the transverse and diagonal planes.[7]  It is for this 
reason that all four models presented have a correction for the number of tubes in 
the heat exchanger.  This correction is to account for the front-row tube being 
coated by a relatively smooth boundary layer formed by an undisturbed freestream; 
however, successive downstream tubes benefit from augmented heat transfer due 
to the eddies of the turbulent wake created by upstream tubes[11].  It should be 
noted that a traditional critical transitional numbers for a turbulent wake of a 
cylindrical body in crossflow occur at       [11].  Since the heat transfer relations 
are based on empirical data, turbulent phenomena (such as vortex shedding) are 
thought to be included in the correlations. 
 
 
Figure 11 - Staggered Tube Free Body Diagram 
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The effect of natural convection at low Reynolds numbers was ignored in this 
study.  Zhukauskas shows that the effect of natural convection becomes 
insignificant for        
[9].  For simplicity, radiation heat transfer is also ignored. 
The calculated heat transfer rate may vary widely depending on the value of 
the thermal resistance.  The conditions for the water side heat transfer are well 
within the bounds of the Dittus-Boelter equation and thus it is assumed that an 
analytic model based on equation 5 has merit.  The thermal resistance calculation 
of the cylindrical wall is based on the conduction equation directly and is assumed 
to be exact within the uncertainty of the given dimensions and material properties.  
The air-side thermal resistances, however, present a wide range of uncertainty 
given the flow environment.  Four heat transfer models are compared to determine 
the relative error between the calculation and the measured data.  These models 
are used to compute the Nusselt number given the geometry and the air properties.  
The four heat transfer models used by the program are the Grimison model, a 
modified Grimison model, a Zhukauskas model, and the Kays & London model. 
 
2.2.1 Grimison Model 
 The original Grimison model[7][8] for staggered tubes arrangements was 
developed in 1937.  It computes the Nusselt number for a bank of tubes as 
 
                   
   
 
   
 
 
                  






where    and   are listed in table 1 and    is a correction factor for tube banks 
having less than ten tubes         as listed in table 2. 
 
Table 1 - Constants of Equation 13 for airflow over a staggered tube bank[7][8] 
 
  
    
  
  
    
  
1.25 1.5 2.0 3.0 
                    
0.600 — — — — — — 0.213 0.636 
0.900 — — — — 0.446 0.571 0.401 0.581 
1.000 — — 0.497 0.558 — — — — 
1.125 — — — — 0.478 0.565 0.518 0.560 
1.250 0.518 0.556 0.505 0.554 0.519 0.556 0.522 0.562 
1.500 0.451 0.568 0.460 0.562 0.452 0.568 0.488 0.568 
2.000 0.404 0.568 0.416 0.568 0.482 0.556 0.449 0.570 
3.000 0.310 0.592 0.356 0.580 0.440 0.562 0.428 0.574 
 
Table 2 - Correction factor    of equation 13 for staggered tubes with      
[7] 
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
   0.68 0.75 0.83 0.89 0.92 0.95 0.97 0.98 0.99 
 
 For implementation in the computer program, the coefficients    and   may 
be determined by the use of the following curve fits as evaluated in the present 
study: 
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These fitted data agree well with the data given from table 1 as shown in figures 12 
and 13. 
Note that equation 13 relies on the use of 
        











       
         
       
 
  
          
         
       
 
  (15) 
 
      







The    criterion is used to determine if the maximum velocity occurs in the 




Figure 12 - Comparison of the    Coefficients with Fitted Data 
 
 
Figure 13 - Comparison of the   Exponents with Fitted Data 
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diagonal plane when the flow is bifurcated by the staggered tube arrangement 
(Area 2 in figure 11). 
 
2.2.2 Modified Grimison Model 
A few potential problems with the original Grimison model may be noted as 
relating to higher temperature cross-flows.  Because of the higher temperatures on 
the air side,       ; which is outside the domain of the valid Prandtl numbers 
given in the reference. 
 Another potential concern is the Reynolds number.  For an input air mass 







     
 
 
For the typical conditions used in H2, the mass flow rate is low enough—and the 
heat exchanger area is large enough—that the Reynolds number calculated by 
equation 14 is typically much less than 2000. 
Observe that equation 13 is more sensitive to the Reynolds number than the 
Prandtl number by comparing the magnitudes of the exponents of these two 
arguments.  For all geometries given in table 1,      ; also, for the cases 
presented herein,           while        .  These magnitudes also indicate that 
the Reynolds number has a larger influence on the relations than the Prandtl 
number.  In order to correct the Grimison equation for the conditions beyond the 
lower bounds, the present study introduced a coefficient,   .  This coefficient should 




Figure 14 – ξH Correction to the Original Grimison Model (       ) 
 
            and        .  For simplicity, consider a function that asymptotically 
approaches a value of 1 as its parameters increase.  The hyperbolic tangent 
function is one such function and gives a steeper rise than a variant of          .  
Also use the standard temperature and pressure values for air as a reference    as 
well as the reference Reynolds number of 2000.  For overall heat transfer analyses, 
a factor is also needed to account for the number of tube rows in the exchanger, 
otherwise the values of    will be too low when analyzing the entire non-discritized 
heat exchanger.  Note that since the numerical model calculates the heat transfer 
by discrete rows,      for each row heat transfer computation.  By these criteria, 
a modified Grimison model may be represented by equations 16 with the correction 
factor equation 17 as proposed herein.  Equation 17 is plotted in figure 14 for 
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various values of   .  The coefficients    and    and the exponent   are all 
referenced from tables 1 and 2 or the previously discussed curve fits. 
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Note that this is a simple alteration to the original Grimison model by solving 
for one additional scaling factor using the pre-computed Reynolds number and 
Prandtl number. 
 
2.2.3 Zhukauskas Model 
 The Zhukauskas model, published in 1972, is given in equation 18[7][9][10].  
The model has been used extensively since its publication and is presented in many 
textbooks on convection heat transfer such as those of Bejan[11] and Incropera & 
DeWitt[7].  The Zhukauskas model has been reported to be accurate to within 
±15%[11]. 
As can be observed, this model calculates the Nusselt number following the 
form of equation 1 with a correction for a thermal gradient due to the tube wall 
temperatures being cool relative to the hot air temperatures. 
 
              
     
  







              
 





This equation uses        as calculated using equations 14 and 15.  The coefficient 
   is used to correct the Nusselt number for banks having less than 20 tubes as 
given in tables 3 (for        ) and 4 (for        ). 
 
Table 3 - Correction factor    for staggered tubes with      
[9][11] for         
   1 2 3 4 5 7 10 13 16 
   0.83 0.88 0.91 0.94 0.95 0.97 0.98 0.99 1.0 
 
Table 4 - Correction factor    for staggered tubes with      
[7] for         
   1 2 3 4 5 7 10 13 16 
   0.64 0.76 0.84 0.89 0.92 0.95 0.97 0.98 0.99 
 
Note that the data presented in tables 3 and 4 can be numerically 
approximated by the conditional equation 






   





       
   




       
  (19) 
 
The coefficient    and the exponents   and   are determined from table 5. 
Table 5 - Constants of equation 18 for airflow over a staggered tube bank[7] 
              
                      
         Approximate as an isolated cylinder 
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Note that for the condition                 Zhukauskas proposes that the 
tube bank be approximated by a single, isolated cylinder.  For this case, 
Zhukauskas proposes that the Nusselt number be computed by equation 20 which 
differs from equation 18 only in that the Reynolds number used is based on the 
control volume freestream inlet velocity,  , rather than the maximum fluid velocity 
based on tube area constriction,      (i.e.     
      
 
 is used rather than       ). 
 
           
     
  






    
         




 The coefficient    and the exponent   are given in table 6.  Equation 20 also 
uses the correction factor    as read from tables 3 and 4. 
 
Table 6 - Constants of equation 19 for airflow over a staggered tube bank[7] 
         
1—40 0.75 0.4 
40—1000 0.51 0.5 
103—2×105 0.26 0.6 
2×105—106 0.076 0.7 
 
Zhukauskas did publish an adjusted model in 1987 where the intervals and 
coefficients of table 5 were adjusted and the model no longer assumed an isolated 
cylinder for some flow regimes.  When comparing the 1987 model to the 1972 
model presented here, the results were little better than the original Grimison 
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model for the low Reynolds number cases seen by the H2 heat exchanger.  So for 
this analysis the 1972 model, as published in references [7] and [10], was used. 
In both equations 18 and 20 the property     is evaluated using the tube wall 
temperature.  Because the tube wall temperature will not initially be known at the 
time of the Nusselt number calculation, an initial film Prandtl number must be 
assumed. 
 Assume that the tube wall temperatures are typically in the range 100°F—
600°F and having ambient air pressure of 1.5 psia.  Using equilibrium air 
calculations, the following Prandtl number data is obtained. 
Table 7 - Air Prandtl Number at Typical Tube Wall Temperatures 






Averaging the data from table 7 produces              which, coincidentally, 
corresponds to a tube wall temperature of approximately 200°F.  Because for most 
cases presented, the tube wall will be less than 200°F and this average Prandtl 
number value will be an acceptable approximation. 




 term was examined: 
Table 8 - Zhukauskas Equation Prandtl Number Relative Error Considerations 
    
  
   





0.70                       
0.69                       
0.67                       
0.68                       
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The absolute error of this is                                  and the relative error 
of the spread is 1.8%.  Using a        of 0.69 has a calculation error of 1.4% to 
1.5% for            and           , respectively. 
 It should be noted that iterating the heat transfer equation based on a 
feedback loop incorporating the Nusselt number and the tube wall temperature until 
a convergence criterion is reached would improve the fidelity of the model. 
 
2.2.4 Kays & London Model 
 The Kays & London model was introduced in 1984 to calculate the overall 
heat exchanger performance of so-called compact heat exchangers[12].  The authors 
recommended the use of the Colburn   factor as shown in equation 21 using the 
Stanton number,   , and the Prandtl number to compute the heat transfer of gas 
flow normal to an infinite bank of tubes. 
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Rearranging equation 21 to solve for the convective heat transfer coefficient gives 
 
    






Recognizing that    
     
 
 and    
     
 
 (for cylindrical tubes), the Nusselt number 
may be expressed as: 
 
          
       
 




Recall that    
   
 
.  Using this definition, the previous relation simplifies to yield 
 
          
 
   (24) 
 
In their book Compact Heat Exchangers, Kays & London[12] present the relation 
 
       
     
 
for               
(25) 
 
where the term    is a function of  
  
    
  and  
  
    
  and (for the geometries given) is 
bounded by             . 
 Observe that substituting equation 25 into equation 24 yields equation 26.  
Comparing equation 26 with equation 13 from the range of scalar coefficients from 
table 1 will show that the Kays & London heat transfer relation very closely 
resembles the Grimison heat transfer model; however, the coefficients used by the 
Kays & London model are meant for ―compact‖ heat exchanger geometries 
(―compact‖ meaning     
  
    
     and      
  
    
    ).  Notice that equation 26 
mirrors equation 1 where       and      . 
 
        
     
 
   (26) 
 
Recall that equation 21 was developed with the assumption of an infinite 
bank of tubes.  This is corrected by applying (as similar to both the Grimison and 




Figure 15 - Kays & London influence of NL variations in the heat transfer coefficient[12] 
 
         (27) 
 
Kays & London presented (graphically) a correction for finite tube banks duplicated 
in figure 15.  The scaling may numerically be approximated using the equation: 
 
   
  
       
  
     
  
    




2.2.5 First Law Analysis 
 The heat transfer rate through the air cooler may be quantified using the first 
law of thermodynamics.  The first law being defined as 
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(29) 
 
Assuming that the potential energy of the system is negligible, the kinetic energy 
terms are much less than the enthalpy terms (
  
 
      , 
  
 
          
 ), and that 
there is no component in the system to produce work, equation 29 reduces to 
 
                                 (30) 
 
2.2.6 Heat Exchanger Effectiveness 
 A common method of heat exchanger analysis is to determine the 




    
 (31) 
 
where      is the maximum possible heat transfer amount of the system in which 
the outlet temperature of the air (the hot fluid) is equal to the inlet temperature of 
the water (the cold fluid).  As such, the maximum possible heat transfer rate may 
be defined as such: 
 
                                          (32) 
 
Therefore, the effectiveness of the exchanger may be represented in terms of the 
inlet and outlet enthalpies of the exchanger in addition to the enthalpy of air at the 






    
 
                      
                             
 (33) 
 
Note that in the case where the outlet air temperature is equal to the inlet 
water temperature, the effectiveness will be equal to unity. 
 
2.3 Pressure Drop Models 
 There are several models available that may be adopted to calculate the 
pressure drop across a bank of staggered tubes.  In most models, the pressure 
drop is a function of the flow velocity, flow density, geometry conditions, and a 
scalar friction factor value that depends on the parameters of the tubes as well as 
the Reynolds number of the flow. 
 
2.3.1 Holman-Jakob Model 
 The Holman-Jakob model[13], introduced in 1938, relates the pressure drop 
across a bank of tubes by the relation: 
 
   
    
   
  
 










     
     
 
       
    
 





      
      
 
(English units only,     =
   
   
 ) 
(34) 
Note that equation 34 has no arguments to account for variations in tube material 
and thus the model would under predict the pressure drop for rough tubes while 
potentially over predicting the pressure drop for idealistically smooth tubes. 
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2.3.2 Gunter-Shaw Model 
 The Gunter-Shaw model[14] was published in 1945 and implements a 
piecewise friction factor correction based on the Reynolds number of the flow.  





      















    
 (35) 
 
Solving this relation in terms of the pressure drop yields the Gunter-Shaw pressure 
drop relation 
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Gunter and Shaw assume a laminar-to-turbulent transition point at       .  By 





                 
                       
  (37) 
 
Notice that the values of both functions in equation 37 are equal at           . 
Note that for the case of a staggered tube arrangement, the volumetric 
hydraulic diameter used in equation 36 may be expressed in terms of the heat 
exchanger’s given dimensions as: 
 
   
                   
                  
 
        
 
 
    
  
     
 
 
   
 
 
    
    
      
(38) 
 
2.3.3 Boucher and Lapple’s Correction to the Gunter-Shaw Model 
 In 1945, Boucher and Lapple[14] critiqued the Gunter-Shaw model by stating 
that the friction factors given by Gunter and Shaw are fairly good over a small 
range of configurations, but ―become progressively worse as more extreme 
spacings are approached‖[14].  




[The Gunter-Shaw] method of correlation does give a good 
representation of the data in the range of spacings commonly 
employed, but will yield low values for wide spacings.[15] 
 
It will be shown that this comment by Boucher and Lapple appears to be correct.  
The present study found that the Gunter-Shaw model regularly underpredicts the 
pressure drop for the H2 cooler. 
For the geometries present in the H2 cross flow heat exchanger, the friction 
factors calculated by equation 37 are too low and are thus corrected by multiplying 
by the scalar value of 1.75 to increase effect of the viscous losses.  This factor was 
determined in the present study as Boucher and Lapple do not give an explicit 
correction to the Gunter-Shaw model, but they do specify that the friction factors as 
calculated by Gunter and Shaw give unduly low results at wide transverse 
spacings[15]. 
 
2.3.4 Zhukauskas Model 
 The Zhukauskas pressure drop model was included in Zhukauskas’s work on 
an improved heat transfer model for crossflow tube banks.  The Zhukauskas model 
is expressed as[10][11] 
 
       
     
 
 
   (39) 
 
where the friction factor   and the correction factor   are presented graphically for 




Figure 17 - Friction Factor for Zhukauskas Pressure Drop Model (Equation 39) 
 
 
Figure 18 - Geometry Correction Factor for Zhukauskas Pressure Drop Model 
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These plots are reproduced using cubic splines in figures 17 and 18.  Note 
that the data in figures 17 and 18 are presented in terms of dimensionless  
longitudinal and transverse pitches,            and           .  The cubic spline 
coefficients that reproduce the curves shown in figures 17 and 18 are presented in 
Appendices B and C. 
For the numerical model, the friction factor is logarithmically interpolated 
between the geometry curves.  It is for this reason that the        and        
curves are extrapolated into the low Reynolds number regime.  This allows the 
       and        curves to have the same calculation domain as the         
and        curves.  The correction factor is linearly interpolated between the 
Reynolds number order of magnitude curves using the calculated Reynolds number 
at the correct geometry ratio. 
  
2.3.5 Kays & London Model 
 The Kays & London pressure drop model was included in the 1984 publication 
Compact Heat Exchangers along with the heat transfer model.  In this book, the 






   
  
  
        
  
  
     
 
    
  
  
  (40) 
 
where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the heat exchanger inlet and outlet, 
respectively, and          .  Equation 40 is a much improved form of the pressure 
drop model that Grimison suggested in reference [8].   nlike Grimison’s pressure 
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drop model, the Kays & London variant includes terms for tube arrangement 
spacing.  Equation 40 can be rearranged by recognizing that       and simplify as 
 
   
  
     
        
  
  
     
 
    
  
  
  (41) 
 
As discussed in the analytic model, the heat exchanger is numerically 
evaluated on a discretized row-by-row basis.  With this discretization, use the 
control volume shown by figure 19, allowing that the aforementioned subscripts 1 
and 2 now refer to the tube row inlet and outlet, respectively.  Using this 
discretization, it can be assumed that the air-side density change over a single row 
of tubes is negligible.  Under this assumption, allow         in which case 
equation 41 reduces to 
 
   
   
    
       




Figure 19 - Control Volume of a Single Tube Row 
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Kays and London specified a relation for determining the value of the friction factor 
  as a power law function of the Reynolds number given by the equation 
 
      
      (43) 
 
where the scalar term    is a function of  
  
    
  and  
  
    
  and (for the geometries 
given) is bounded by              . 
 The next difficulty is in the determination of the minimum free flow area, 
    .  Refer to the areas given previously in figure 11.  Assuming a unit length, 
recognize that the free flow area in the transverse plane is given by 
 
               (44) 
 
In the case of the bifurcated flow area, recognize that the diagonal pitch may be 
expressed as 
 
      







Subtracting the diameter from the above equation to get the linear distance 
between diagonal tube walls and recalling that there are two interspacial areas 
gives the bifurcated flow area equation (again assuming unit length) 
 
          









 Now, the minimum free flow area may be expressed by the conditional 
equation 
 
                 ,      










3.0 Results and Discussion 
 In order to get quantitative data to compare with numerical results, 
thermocouples were installed in the intra-bank water manifolds to measure the 
temperature rise of the cooling water.  These manifolds represent the outlet of a 
water-side upstream bank and the inlet of a water-side downstream bank.  As 
mentioned previously, water is fed into the most downstream bank (Bank 4 as seen 
in figure 20) and exits from the most upstream bank (Bank 0).  This effectively 
makes the H2 cooler a cross-flow, counter-flow heat exchanger. 
Existing instrumentation included flowmeters on the cooling water inlet, 
pressure transducers on the upstream and downstream ends of the cooler, and the 
air mass flow rate is metered by venturis upstream of the arc heater. 
 




 All the data was collected during the H2-031 data series for which the data 
were aggregated into essentially four discrete groups as shown in figure 21.  It 
could be argued that the data should be broken into as many as six groups, but 
taking into account the uncertainties of the measurements—as well as the 
assumptions of the model—there is little deviation between any subsets within the 
circled regions of figure 21. 
 As mentioned in the apparatus section, there is a 95-foot diffuser upstream 
of the air cooler.   Measurements show that the water-cooled diffuser removes 
approximately 30% of the heat energy from the air stream.  By this assumption, 




Figure 21 - H2-031 Run Conditions 
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Bank 0       1.906 2.399 4.75 2.1875 Carbon Steel Smooth 
Bank 1        1.250 1.518 4.4375 1.9060 Cupronickel Smooth 
Bank 2         1.250 1.518 4.4375 1.9060 Cupronickel Smooth 
Bank 3         1.250 1.518 4.4375 1.9060 Cupronickel Smooth 
Bank 4         0.495 0.625 2.25 0.94 Cupronickel Finned 
 
Table 9 shows the H2 cooler inputs as given to the numerical model.  Such 
inputs include the number of tubes, tube arrangement, tube material, and relevant 
fin geometry parameters.  Using these inputs, consider the results from the four 
discrete groups as called out in figure 21. 
 
3.1 Group 1 
 Group 1 has three total data points within it, of which only one data point has 
intra-bank water manifold thermocouples.  For this data point, the input conditions 
are as shown in table 10. 
 
Table 10 - Program Inputs for Run H2-031-024 
Run Number H2-031-024 
      2.84 lbm/s 
           1.47 psia 
           2170 Btu/lbm 
             75.4 °F 
             89 psia 






Figure 22 - Air Temperature v. Axial Distance (Row Number) for Various Heat Transfer 
Models for H2-031-024 
 
Figure 22 shows the calculated air temperature comparing the four different 
heat transfer models.  Note the changes in the curves at tube row number 31 due 
to the effect of the finned tubes in bank 4. 
In figure 23, the black circle markers represent the measured water 
temperature at the intra-bank manifolds.  As previously mentioned, the water  
moves counter-flow to the air flow and the program uses an iterative approach to 
solve the system until water temperatures at bank interfaces converge. 
Comparing figures 22, 23, and 24; it is evident that the original Grimison model 
over-predicts the convective heat transfer coefficient for the first row of tubes.  
Mathematically, this resolves itself by driving the tube wall temperatures in the first 




Figure 23 - Inlet Water Manifold Temperature Comparisons by Heat Transfer Model for Run 
H2-031-024 
 
numerical effect of removing ―too much‖ energy from the flow for which the 
remaining tube temperatures are less than those predicted by the other models.   
This is evidenced by the lower water temperatures calculated by the Grimison 
model as seen in figure 23. 
The modified Grimison model predicts measured water temperature rise 
much better than the original Grimison model.  The modified model also has better 
agreement with the other models in terms of tube temperatures along the axial 
length of the cooler.  The maximum relative error of the calculated water 
temperatures of the modified Grimison model to the measured water temperatures 
is 0.27% which is well within the quoted uncertainty of the thermocouple 




Figure 24 - Tube Temperatures per Row as Calculated for H2-031-024 (Inset: Temperature 
of Tubes in the First Row) 
 
 
Figure 25 - Calculated Reynolds Number by Heat Transfer Model for H2-031-024 
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water temperatures of both the modified Grimison model and the well-established 
Zhukauskas model for these input conditions. 
The Zhukauskas model gives a good prediction of the measured water 
temperature increases.  The maximum relative error between calculated water 
temperatures and measured water temperatures are 0.30% using the Zhukauskas 
model and this run condition.  The Zhukauskas model also predicts more 
reasonable tube wall temperatures than the original Grimison model and calculates 
the lowest first tube wall temperature amongst the heat transfer models. 
The Kays & London heat transfer model fits the measured water 
temperatures well using an overall       .  The maximum relative error between 
the calculated water temperatures and the measured water temperatures for 
       is 0.40%. 
The numerical model shows that the air temperature does indeed reach the 
temperature of the inlet cooling water before exiting the heat exchanger.  Due to 
this fact, the exchanger has    .  In addition, by first law analysis 
 
                                 
        
   
 
      
   
   
      
   
   
  
       




Figure 24 shows the calculated tube outer wall temperatures for the four 
heat transfer models.  Note that the abscissa is truncated in figure 24 to emphasize 
the temperature differences in the bank 0 tubes.  Observe that the original 
Grimison model calculates a wall temperature that is almost 50% greater than the 
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average wall temperature of the other three models for the first tube in the 
exchanger.  The small increase in wall temperature at row 31 is due to the 
increased surface area of the finned tubes in bank 4. 
The calculated        is plotted in figure 25.  Recall that        is the 
Reynolds number with respect to the maximum flow velocity consistent with 
equation 15.  Observe that the calculated Reynolds numbers are much less than the 
recommended lower bound for the original Grimison model.  The precipitous 
discontinuities in the curves are due to geometry changes between tube banks.  
The large difference between the calculated        of the original Grimison model 
and the other three heat transfer models stems from the differences in the 
calculated air density because of the calculated air temperatures. 
 
 
Figure 26 - Pressure Drop Model Comparisons for H2-031-024 
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Figure 26 compares the five pressure drop models of interest.  For the 
purpose of comparison, the Zhukauskas heat transfer model is used to maintain a 
sense of ceteris paribus.  For the conditions present, specifically the relatively low 
air mass flow rate, the pressure drop measured through the heat exchanger is  
admittedly low.  As evidenced by figure 26, the Zhukauskas pressure drop model 
better predicts the pressure drop than the legacy models; however, the Kays & 
London model better predicts the pressure drop upon iterating to an overall       .  
Note, however, this value is over five times the range presented in the reference. 
The Gunter-Shaw pressure drop model predicts an almost negligible pressure 
drop across the heat exchanger.  Taking into account the arguments of Boucher 
and Lapple, the calculated results of the Gunter-Shaw model are worse than the 
Holman-Jakob pressure drop model, which still underpredicts the pressure losses 
over the tube banks.  It should be noted that the calculated pressure drop for all 
the models falls within the facility-quoted 1.6% uncertainty of the measured 
pressure for this condition. 
 
3.2 Group 2 
 Group 2 contains eight data points; of which, two test runs contain intra-
bank water manifold temperature data.  The first data point (H2-031-021) was 
compared to the numerical model using the program inputs given in table 11. 
Comparing figures 27, 28, and 29 observe that the four heat transfer models 
calculate a tube wall temperature spread of approximately 20% for the tubes in 
bank 0.  Because the original Grimison model was designed to assume fully 
developed turbulent flow, the model removes the heat energy more quickly than 
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the other heat transfer models.  This is, once again, manifested as a higher tube 
wall temperature in the first row and lower predicted water temperatures 
throughout the cooler. 
 
Table 11 - Program Inputs for Run H2-031-021 
Run Number H2-031-021 
      5.30 lbm/s 
           1.49 psia 
           1200 Btu/lbm 
             72.2 °F 
             86 psia 




Figure 27 - Air Temperature v. Axial Distance (Row Number) for Various Heat Transfer 




Figure 28 - Inlet Water Manifold Temperature Comparisons by Heat Transfer Model for Run 
H2-031-021 
 
The modified Grimison model over-predicted the water temperature rise by a 
maximum relative error of 0.90%.  For its simplicity, it performs rather well in 
predicting the water temperatures and presents a tube temperature profile that 
mirrors the best segments of the original Grimison model and the Zhukauskas 
model.  It should be noted that the modified Grimison model was able to predict 
water temperature increases better than the Zhukauskas model and the original 
Grimison model without the need to iterate upon a    factor as in the case for the 
Kays & London model. 
The Zhukauskas model predicts the measured water temperature increases 
somewhat well; over-predicting the water temperature rise by a maximum relative 
error of 1.46% from the measured temperatures.  Curiously, the Zhukauskas model 
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calculates the lowest tube wall temperature for tubes in the first row, but calculates 
a large increase in the tube wall temperatures at the inlet of the finned tube section 
(beginning in tube row number 31) than the other models. 
The Kays & London heat transfer model fits the measured water 
temperatures well using an overall       .  The maximum relative error between 
the calculated water temperatures and the measured water temperatures for 
       is 0.49%.  Note that the Kays & London model produces a tube 
temperature profile that appears similar in shape to the profile produced by the 
original Grimison model (figure 29).  This is should not be a surprising result based 
on the similarities of equations 13 and 26 and the range of   exponent values 
presented in table 1. 
 
 




Figure 30 - Comparison of Pressure Drop Models for H2-031-021 
 
For the case of run H2-031-021, the outlet air temperature is equal to the 
temperature of the inlet cooling water.  Once again, the exchanger has    .  By 
first law analysis 
 
                                 
        
   
 
      
   
   
       
   
   
  
         




Figure 30 compares the pressure drop models using the inputs given in table 
11 for H2-031-021.  The Zhukauskas model best predicts the pressure drop in 
advance by almost exactly calculating the measured pressure drop.  The Kays & 
London model predicts the pressure drop using a       , which was determined by 
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iteration.  Neither the Holman-Jakob, Gunter-Shaw, nor the Boucher-Lapple 
correction models adequately model the pressure drop. 
Now consider the second data point of interest within the Group 2 data set.  
The numerical program inputs for H2-031-023 are given in table 12. 
 
Table 12 - Program Inputs for Run H2-031-023 
Run Number H2-031-023 
      5.51 lbm/s 
           1.56 psia 
           1190 Btu/lbm 
             72.6 °F 
             88.5 psia 
        9460 gpm 
 
 
Figure 31 - Air Temperature v. Axial Distance (Row Number) for Various Heat Transfer 




It is interesting to note that for H2-031-023 (Figures 31-33) the original 
Grimison model predicts water temperatures that are very close to the measured 
values for bank 0 but then begins to deviate from the measured data.  The 
calculated air and tube wall temperatures as calculated by the original Grimison 
model have profiles that are comparable to those calculated by the other heat 
transfer models as well.  This is due to an increased mass flow rate for those data 
points within Group 2 as compared to those in Group 1.  The increased mass flow 
rate increases the Reynolds number of the flow such that it begins to approach the 
lower Reynolds number limit of the original Grimison model as shown in figure 34.   
The change in geometry between banks 0 and 1 cause the flow velocity to decrease 
since, for the H2 cooler geometries, bank 1 has a 70% larger minimum free flow 
area than bank 0. 
The modified Grimison model seems to underpredict the convective heat 
transfer coefficient, thus overpredicting the water temperature rise throughout the 
heat exchanger.  Though the temperatures are overpredicted, the modified 
Grimison model better matches the water temperatures throughout the exchanger 
than the Zhukauskas model and better matches the water temperatures in banks 1-
4 than the original Grimison model.  The maximum relative error of the water 
temperature rise for this model is 1.17% for bank 0 tube manifold, but drops to as 
little as 0.01% for the bank 2 manifold. 
The Zhukauskas model overpredicts the measured water temperature values 
for the run conditions of H2-031-023—having a maximum relative error of 2.08% 














Figure 34 - Calculated Reynolds Number by Heat Transfer Model for H2-031-023 
 
calculates almost half the energy extraction as the original Grimison model over the 
bank 0 tubes and approximately 40% of that calculated by the modified Grimison 
model; however, the model does calculate a much increased heat energy transfer 
than the original Grimison model and the modified Grimison model for the most 
downstream tube banks.  This causes the large ―spike‖ in the calculated tube wall 
temperatures at the bank 4 inlet as seen in figure 33 (starting with row 31).  It is 
also interesting that the Zhukauskas model seems to predict profiles similar to 
those of the modified Grimison model (although differing in magnitude). 
 The Kays & London model best approximates the water temperatures for 
banks 1-4, though deviating somewhat largely for the bank 0 water temperature.  
For this run configuration, an overall        gives the best match to the measured 
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water temperatures.  With this   , the maximum relative error between the 
calculated water temperatures and the measured water temperatures is 1.23%. 
For this test run, the outlet air temperature is once again equal to the 
temperature of the inlet cooling water as predicted by all the heat transfer models.  
Therefore the exchanger has     for this condition as well.  By first law analysis 
 
                                 
        
   
 
      
   
   
       
   
   
  
       




As with the pressure drop comparison of the previous data point, observe 
that the Zhukauskas model once again performs better than the Holman-Jakob, 
 
 
Figure 35 - Comparison of Pressure Drop Models for H2-031-023 
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the Gunter-Shaw, and the Boucher-Lapple correction models in terms of its 
predictive capability.  As with the previous data, the Kays & London model 
calculates a pressure drop that very closely matches the measured the data using 
      . 
 In comparing the data from the Group 1 representative data to that of the 
Group 2 set, it appears that the increased air mass flow rate seems to improve the 
calculation of the original Grimison model as well as closing the envelope of 
variability amongst the calculated air temperatures for all four of the heat transfer 
models as seen in figure 31.  Next consider the data for the group 3 data from the 
dataset. 
 
3.3 Group 3 
 There are five test conditions within the cluster of Group 3, three of which 
have the more detailed instrumentation.  Data point H2-031-020 within this subset 
will be considered.  (All test runs in this group exhibit similar thermal data, 
temperature profiles, and deviate only slightly in the initial cooling water 
temperature measurement.) 
 
Table 13 - Program Inputs for Run H2-031-020 
Run Number H2-031-020 
      9.20 lbm/s 
           1.63 psia 
           1217 Btu/lbm 
             71.4 °F 
             88.6 psia 
        9560 gpm 
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Looking at the calculated air temperatures from the different heat transfer 
models (figure 36), a tight grouping of temperatures over the bank 0 tubes may be 
observed.  As seen in figure 37, this tight grouping of bank 0 temperatures 
correlates to a tight grouping of calculated water temperatures; and—as seen in 
figure 38—an 8% spread in the calculated tube wall temperature. 
Again, the sudden change in the curves in figure 36 at tube row number 31 is 
due to the change in tube type—from smooth tubes in bank 3 to finned tubes in 
bank 4.  The increased available heat transfer area of the finned tubes causes a 
reduced thermal resistance (i.e. an increased heat transfer coefficient) and acts to 
increase the cooling rate of the air over those tubes. 
 
 
Figure 36 - Air Temperature v. Axial Distance (Row Number) for Various Heat Transfer 




Figure 37 - Inlet Water Manifold Temperature Comparisons by Heat Transfer Model for Run 
H2-031-020 
 
It is notable that for the bank 0 calculation the calculated        value 
approaches the lower bound accepted        value of 2000 for the original 
Grimison model.  The Grimison model, as per usual, predicts a higher tube wall 
temperature than the other models.  Because the Reynolds number is nearer the  
proposed valid operating range for the Grimison model, the calculated temperatures 
can be seen as being more reasonable and could arguably be used as a ―safe-side‖ 
prediction of results for this condition.  The maximum relative error of the 
calculated water temperature increase to the measured data is 0.94% and occurs in 
bank 2.  This is expected since the Reynolds number has been much reduced due to 





Figure 38 - Tube Temperatures per Row as Calculated for H2-031-020 
 
 




The modified Grimison model calculates a lower tube wall temperature than 
the original Grimison model for a large portion of the upstream tube rows.  The 
model also calculates water temperature rises that vary by, at most, 0.87%.  As 
expected, the modified Grimison model presents profiles that are similar to the 
Zhukauskas model as evidenced in the preceding figures. 
The Zhukauskas heat transfer model does a good job of modeling the water 
temperature increases, having a maximum relative error of 1.56%.  It is interesting 
to note the calculated tube temperature magnitude and profile similarities of the 
Zhukauskas model and the original Grimison model over the bank 0 tubes in figure 
38.  With the exception of the first tube, the calculated temperatures are nearly 
identical for the following tubes within the first bank. 
 The Kays & London model, using an overall       , yields good agreement 
with the measured water temperature data.  The maximum relative error in the 
measured water temperatures and the calculated temperature is 1.15%. 
The four heat transfer models show that the outlet air temperature is once 
again equal to the temperature of the inlet cooling water.  The exchanger has     
for this condition since the outlet air temperature is equal to the inlet water 
temperature.  By the first law of thermodynamics, the calculated heat transfer rate 
is equal to 
 
                                 
        
   
 
      
   
   
       
   
   
  
         







Figure 40 - Comparison of Pressure Drop Models for H2-031-020 
 
This calculated heat transfer value is an expected result due to the mass flow rate 
being approximately 1.7 times that of those runs in Group 2, but having nearly the 
same inlet enthalpy value. 
Figure 40 shows the calculated pressure drop across the heat exchanger.  
Again the Zhukauskas model is greatly superior to the Holman-Jakob, the Gunter-
Shaw, and the Boucher-Lapple correction models in terms of its agreement with the 
measured data.  As with the previous data, the Kays & London model calculates a 
pressure drop that very closely matches the measured the data using an overall 
      . 
 
3.4 Group 4 
 Of the eight total run conditions within the Group 4 data set, four have the 
intra-bank water measurements thus far used in the calculation.  The others have 
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inlet and outlet only information, but due to having little variation in inlet 
temperatures and pressures, the data is much the same for all eight runs.  
Therefore, consider one characteristic data point within the Group 4 subset using 
the numerical model inputs given in table 14. 
 
Table 14 - Program Inputs for Run H2-031-019 
Run Number H2-031-019 
      10.20 lbm/s 
           1.71 psia 
           1455 Btu/lbm 
             72 °F 
             84.8 psia 
        9688 gpm 
 
All of the heat transfer models produce comparable temperature profiles as 
evidenced by figure 41.  With the exception of the original Grimison model, the heat 
transfer models tend to converge on similar values for the calculated water 
temperature rise as seen in figure 42. 
The original Grimison model tends to underpredict the temperature 
differentials of the intra-bank manifolds for this run condition.  Referencing figure 
44, it may be seen that for many tube rows the Reynolds number approaches the 
accepted lower bound Reynolds number for the original Grimison model.  This helps 
the original Grimison model to better match the measured water temperature data, 
but because the Reynolds number falls with the geometry change between the first 
and second tube banks, the calculated heat transfer coefficient becomes less than 
those calculated by the other models. 
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As may be observed in figure 42, the modified Grimison model produces 
results that agree rather well with the measured water temperatures.  The modified 
model has a maximum relative error of 0.59% of the measured water temperature 
(occuring at the bank 2 measurement).  The modified Grimison model calculates a 
maximum tube wall temperature that is also within approximately 8°F of that 
calculated by the Zhukauskas model. 
As seen in figure 42, the Zhukauskas model also agrees with the measured 
water temperature data—having a maximum relative error of 1.25% of the 
measured water temperature values.  It is interesting to observe that the methods 
of calculation between the modified Grimison model and the Zhukauskas model are  
 
 
Figure 41 - Air Temperature v. Axial Distance (Row Number) for Various Heat Transfer 








Figure 43 - Tube Temperatures per Row as Calculated for H2-031-019 
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vastly different, yet—for this condition—produce very similar results in most every 
aspect.  The Zhukauskas model does calculate an air temperature that is almost 
500°F greater than the other three models for the most downstream (bank 4) inlet.   
The model also shows that more of the finned tubes in bank 4 are required to cool 
the flow than the number calculated by the other models (see figure 41). 
The Kays & London heat transfer model produces water temperature values 
that agree well with the measured data.  Using an overall       , the maximum 
relative error in the calculated water temperatures is 0.91% of the measured data.  
It is noteworthy to observe that the Kays & London model appears to remove heat 
energy from the air at a slower rate than the other models over the bank 0 hot 
section tube bank.  This may be a numerical effect due to having insufficient    for 
the actual tube geometries present in the cooler, leading to some error propagating 
into the downstream tube bank calculation.  It is assumed that this probable error 
is later compensated in the downstream tubes due to further geometry changes.  
Through much of the intermediate banks, the Kays & London model calculates 
greater tube wall temperatures than the other three models.  The Kays & London 
model did, however, calculate a maximum tube wall temperature that is nearly 20°F 
cooler than that predicted by the original Grimison model. 
The calculated        is plotted in figure 44.  Observe that the calculated 
Reynolds numbers are less than the recommended lower bound for the original 
Grimison model.  Recall that the discontinuities in the curves are due to geometry 
changes between tube banks and that the differences in the calculated        of 





Figure 44 - Calculated Reynolds Number by Heat Transfer Model for H2-031-019 
 
 
Figure 45 - Comparison of Pressure Drop Models for H2-031-019 
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As observed in figure 45, most of the models underpredict the measured 
pressure drop for this run condition.  Using an overall       , the Kays & London 
model predicts the measured pressure differential.  The Zhukauskas model fits 
within approximately 25% of the measured pressure drop (1.2% of the outlet 
pressure value).  As with previous data, the Holman-Jakob model, the Gunter-Shaw 
model, and the Boucher-Lapple corrected model underpredict the pressure drop by 
a significant amount. 
The heat transfer models again show that the outlet air temperature is 
equivalent to the temperature of the inlet cooling water.  For the test runs in Group 
4, the cooler has     since the outlet air temperature is equal to the inlet water 
temperature.  By the first law of thermodynamics, the calculated heat transfer rate 
is equal to 
         




3.5 Possible Test Condition 
 As mentioned previously, the intent of this study is to evaluate possible 
limitations of the existing heat exchanger.  A representative high mass flow rate, 
high inlet enthalpy condition was chosen as a ―worst case‖ condition.  It may be 
recalled that the primary failure mechanism for this type of condition would be tube 
wall thermal failure.  The inputs for this representative condition are presented in 
table 15. 
 It may be seen in figure 46 that the tube wall temperatures are much 
increased over those observed in the previous test cases.  This is especially 
important as it dictates whether the initial tubes would need to be replaced with a 
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higher conductance material or if an increased water volumetric flow rate would be 
sufficient to adequately cool the tubes to prevent thermal failure. 
 
Table 15 - Input Conditions for Representative High Heat Flux Run 
Run Number N/A 
      15 lbm/s 
           1.7 psia 
           5000 Btu/lbm 
             72 °F 
             80 psia 
        9500 gpm 
 
Note that there is a 20% spread in the calculated tube temperatures of the 
first row tubes.  If the original Grimison model is deemed a ―safe side‖ estimate of 
the tube temperatures (and, indeed, the model could be done so based on the 
calculated Reynolds numbers as shown in figure 47), then it is evident that the 
current tubes would need to retain their strength at over 700°F.  If it is accepted 
that the present modified Grimison model is more representative of the convective 
environment, then the actual tube temperature may only be 585°F. 
 Though the input mass flow rate is about 50% higher than that presented in 
the previous section, the Reynolds number still fails to break above 1500 due to the 
much reduced air density.  The much greater input enthalpy implies a greater air 
temperature.  The elevated temperatures (at similar pressures as the previous 
runs) imply that the density is reduced while the viscosity is actually slightly 





Figure 46 - Tube Temperatures of Representative High Heat Flux Condition 
 
 
Figure 47 - Calculated Reynolds Number for Representative High Heat Flux Condition 
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This combination works to reduce the calculated Reynolds number for the same 
freestream velocity and tube diameters. 
 
3.6 Influence of Variables 
 Over the four heat transfer models, the variable that plays the largest role in 
the evaluation of the heat transfer rate for the conditions listed is the Reynolds 
number.  As shown in figure 48, the Prandtl number actually has the smallest role 
in the determination of the Nusselt number calculation. 
 Note that for the Zhukauskas heat transfer model, the geometry effects are 
nearly zero for conditions such that        or        .  The large increase in 
geometric effects is due to the fact that the tube diameter is used to calculate      
 
 





based on the freestream velocity since for that the model requires that the system 
be modeled as a single isolated cylinder for that Reynolds number regime. 
 Note also that the influence of geometry may be biased high—in the case of 
the Kays & London model—since some    factors were extrapolated.  As mentioned 
previously, the Kays & London heat transfer relation appears very similar to the 
original Grimison model but is used for the case of ―compact‖ heat exchangers—
implying smaller tube spacings than those used in the H2 staggered tube heat 
exchanger. 
 
3.7 Real Gas Effects 
 As mentioned previously, an initial model was developed when the heat 
exchanger was procured in 1987.  This initial model used statically determined 
properties as given in table 16.  From these properties, the specific heat was 
calculated by 
 
    
 
   
 , 
 






the air density was calculated using the ideal gas law (assuming a compressibility of 
unity), and the air viscosity was calculated using  utherland’s viscosity law which is 
given as: 
 




        
  ([ ] = Kelvin, [ ] = poise) 
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Table 16 - Static Thermodynamic Properties used in Original Model 
  1.2 
  53.34 
      
      
 
   0.71 
  0.047 
   
        
 
 
 It should be evident that these static properties will be acceptable for 
moderate input enthalpies, but will produce drastically erroneous results for higher 
input enthalpies.  From the heat transfer perspective, the term that will present the 
largest calculation error is the use of a static specific heat value.  Also, Gupta, et. al 
recommend that Sutherland’s viscosity law only be used for temperatures less than 
500 K (440°F)[4].  The variability of the relevant thermodynamic properties of air at 
1.5 psia is presented in Appendix D. 
 Compare the real gas effects of the two conditions presented for H2-031-020 
(table 13) and for the notional, high enthalpy condition (table 15).  For the plots 
shown, the Zhukauskas heat transfer model and the Zhukauskas pressure drop 
model were used. 
 Observe from figure 49 that the calculated air temperatures deviate 
somewhat near the cooler inlet and over the bank 3 tubes.  This is due to the 
calculation of temperature using enthalpy and a static specific heat value.  These air 
temperature deviations produce a calculated tube wall temperature that is 
approximately 20% less than the temperatures calculated using real gas properties 









Figure 50 - Calculated Tube Wall Temperature Comparisons Using Static Properties and Real 




Figure 51 - Air Temperature Comparison for High Enthalpy, Notional Condition 
 
 




Observe the effect of increasing the enthalpy as in the notional test 
condition.  In figure 51, it can be seen that the calculated air temperatures deviate 
by at most 300% at the inlet of the bank 4 finned tube region beginning with tube 
row number 31. 
Figure 52 shows the calculated tube wall temperatures for the notional high 
enthalpy input condition.  Note that using real gas properties to calculate the outer 
wall temperature of tubes in the first row results in a value that is over three times 
the value of that calculated using statically determined properties.  This shows that 
pressure and temperature dependent properties must be used when making design 
considerations; otherwise, catastrophic failure of the exchanger may occur due to 





 It would seem that for the run conditions specified, the heat transfer models 
are not as sensitive to Prandtl numbers less than 0.7 as was first suspected.  The 
models seem to exhibit significantly more sensitivity to the Reynolds number.  
While geometry effects are important to the models, the geometric effects as 
manifested in the evaluation of        seem to play a much larger role than the 
scalar coefficients that are typical determined based on the bank geometry and 
tube diameter. 
 In all presented test cases, the author’s modified Grimison heat transfer 
model is the best at predicting the performance of the H2 air cooler, and has parity 
with the well-established Zhukauskas model for many conditions.  Additionally, it is 
able to be implemented into computational models with fewer implementation costs 
than the Zhukauskas model.  Though it is the most difficult to implement into code, 
the Zhukauskas model does perform well. 
The Kays & London heat transfer model, though developed for much smaller 
heat exchanger geometries than the H2 heat exhanger, does present a good fit to 
the measured data with less complexity than the Zhukauskas model.   However, 
the validity is questionable as to the use of a geometric scaling coefficient (  ) to 
adjust the ―gain‖ of the model based on Reynolds number as is presented in this 
paper. 
 For all the established conditions presented, the heat exchanger exhibits an 
effectiveness equal to unity.  This would imply that the existing cooler may have 
more tube rows than required to adequately cool the process air for the conditions 
presented herein.  This may also imply that there is some thermal margin 
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exploitable by taking advantage of the axial length of the heat exchanger for 
possible upgrades. 
 The Zhukauskas pressure drop model tends to give the best prediction of 
matching pressure drop data for the given run conditions without the necessity of 
trial-and-error coefficient fitting.  For most cases, the Zhukauskas model was able 
to match the pressure drop almost exactly.  The Kays & London model could be a 
better model assuming one accepts that, for the cases presented, the    scaling 
factor was iterated upon to approach the measured data.  Both models far surpass 
the Holman-Jakob and Gunter-Shaw models; including the Boucher-Lapple 
corrected model. 
 In all cases, results computed using temperature and pressure dependent 
properties are superior to those computed using statically determined properties.  
Without the use of real gas properties, tube wall temperatures may be grossly 
underestimated leading to possible thermal failure of the device. 
 It would seem that, though the fluid temperatures were much hotter than is 
typically encounter for a standard-industry-application heat exchanger (and by 
extension, the fluid’s inlet enthalpy), the same numerical models may be used to 
evaluate the heat exchanger’s performance provided that some accommodation is 
made for the reduced calculated Reynolds numbers. 
 The numerical model that was developed by the author for this effort allowed 
for the compilation of a suite of performance calculations that give a high 
confidence in estimating the thermal load limits for the H2 heat exchanger.  This 
compilation of data as well as the model will influence future decisions on the need 
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and efficacy of device upgrades and will play a key role in optimization studies for 
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Calculation of Thermal Resistance for Finned Tubes 
 
 
Figure A.1 – Finned Tube Geometry 
 
For finned tubes, the thermal resistance is (usually) reduced due to the 
increased surface area and an alternately calculated convective heat transfer 
coefficient.  The thermal resistance is derived from Newton’s Law of Cooling: 
 
        (A.1) 
 
However, for radially extended surfaces, equation A.1 incorporates relevant 
dimensions of the fins as well as a calculated fin efficiency factor.  The heat transfer 
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where the fin efficiency is calculated by the relation 
 
   
   
 
    
    
  
 
                                 





















Note that       and       are the modified zeroth order Bessel functions of the first 
and second kind, respectively.  Note also that       
 
  
        and       
 
  
       .  
The     term is a correction to account for an active (convecting) tip on the fin. 
 Having calculated    and the relevant areas, the thermal resistance may then 
be calculated using equation A.4. 
 
           
 
      
    
  








Zhukauskas Pressure Drop Friction Factor Cubic Spline 
Coefficients 
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Zhukauskas Pressure Drop Correction Factor Cubic Spline 
Coefficients 
 
           
           
              
 
       




                              
    
  
  
                                         
     
  
  
                 
 
       




                                  
      
  
  
                                         
    
  
  
                                        
    
  
  
                                          
    
  
  
                                         
     
  
  
                                          
    
  
  
                  
 
       




                                 
      
  
  
                                       
    
  
  
                                        
    
  
  
                                          
    
  
  
                                              
     
  
  
                                          
    
  
  




       




                                 
      
  
  
                                       
    
  
  
                                        
    
  
  
                                        
    
  
  
                                        
     
  
  
                                         
    
  
  






Thermodynamic Properties of Air at 1.5 psia 
 
Source: 
Gupta, R., K. Lee, R. Thompson, J. Yos.  ―Calculations and Curve Fits of 
Thermodynamic and Transport Properties for Equilibrium Air to 30000 K‖. 





Figure D.1 – Variation of the Prandtl number, specific heat, specific heat 
ratio, and thermal conductivity of air with temperature and enthalpy 





















Figure D.2 – Variation of the density and viscosity of air with temperature 




Table D.1 – Thermodynamic Properties of High Temperature Air at 1.5 psia 
                  
         
  
   
   
 
   
        
 
   
      
 — 
     
   
 — 
100 134.322 7.23E-03 0.016 0.240 1.40 3.96E-07 0.702 
200 158.322 6.14E-03 0.018 0.240 1.40 4.48E-07 0.689 
300 182.323 5.33E-03 0.020 0.240 1.40 4.96E-07 0.678 
400 206.323 4.71E-03 0.022 0.240 1.40 5.40E-07 0.669 
500 233.699 4.22E-03 0.024 0.248 1.38 5.66E-07 0.672 
600 256.303 3.81E-03 0.026 0.251 1.38 6.05E-07 0.682 
700 281.447 3.47E-03 0.028 0.255 1.37 6.43E-07 0.685 
800 308.231 3.19E-03 0.030 0.258 1.36 6.81E-07 0.684 
900 336.026 2.95E-03 0.032 0.262 1.35 7.17E-07 0.683 
1000 364.379 2.75E-03 0.034 0.266 1.35 7.53E-07 0.683 
1100 392.966 2.57E-03 0.036 0.269 1.34 7.88E-07 0.684 
1200 421.563 2.41E-03 0.038 0.272 1.34 8.22E-07 0.686 
1300 450.02 2.28E-03 0.039 0.275 1.33 8.55E-07 0.690 
1400 478.251 2.16E-03 0.041 0.277 1.33 8.88E-07 0.695 
1500 506.22 2.05E-03 0.042 0.279 1.33 9.19E-07 0.700 
1600 533.927 1.95E-03 0.044 0.281 1.32 9.50E-07 0.706 
1700 561.405 1.87E-03 0.045 0.283 1.32 9.81E-07 0.712 
1800 588.709 1.79E-03 0.047 0.285 1.32 1.01E-06 0.718 
1900 615.913 1.71E-03 0.048 0.287 1.31 1.04E-06 0.723 
2000 643.104 1.65E-03 0.049 0.290 1.31 1.07E-06 0.727 
2100 670.379 1.59E-03 0.051 0.292 1.31 1.10E-06 0.730 
2200 697.845 1.53E-03 0.052 0.294 1.30 1.12E-06 0.731 
2300 725.613 1.48E-03 0.054 0.297 1.30 1.15E-06 0.731 
2400 753.797 1.43E-03 0.056 0.300 1.30 1.18E-06 0.730 
2500 782.518 1.38E-03 0.058 0.303 1.29 1.21E-06 0.726 
2600 811.897 1.34E-03 0.061 0.306 1.29 1.23E-06 0.721 
2700 842.06 1.29E-03 0.063 0.308 1.29 1.26E-06 0.710 
2800 873.133 1.25E-03 0.066 0.311 1.28 1.28E-06 0.699 










Table D.1 – Thermodynamic Properties of High Temperature Air at 1.5 psia 
(continued) 
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3000 938.54 1.18E-03 0.073 0.322 1.27 1.33E-06 0.679 
3100 973.145 1.15E-03 0.077 0.330 1.26 1.36E-06 0.670 
3200 1009.2 1.12E-03 0.082 0.340 1.25 1.38E-06 0.662 
3300 1046.86 1.08E-03 0.087 0.352 1.24 1.40E-06 0.655 
3400 1086.28 1.05E-03 0.093 0.366 1.23 1.43E-06 0.648 
3500 1127.61 1.03E-03 0.100 0.383 1.22 1.45E-06 0.642 
3600 1171.01 9.97E-04 0.080 0.403 1.21 1.47E-06 0.856 
3700 1216.67 9.70E-04 0.092 0.425 1.19 1.50E-06 0.799 
3800 1264.76 9.44E-04 0.108 0.451 1.18 1.52E-06 0.737 
3900 1315.47 9.19E-04 0.127 0.480 1.17 1.54E-06 0.677 
4000 1369.02 8.94E-04 0.150 0.514 1.15 1.57E-06 0.624 
4100 1425.62 8.71E-04 0.175 0.551 1.14 1.59E-06 0.579 
4200 1485.49 8.48E-04 0.204 0.593 1.13 1.61E-06 0.544 
4300 1548.88 8.25E-04 0.234 0.640 1.12 1.64E-06 0.519 
4400 1616.06 8.04E-04 0.265 0.692 1.11 1.66E-06 0.503 
4500 1687.29 7.83E-04 0.295 0.818 1.09 1.68E-06 0.541 
4600 1762.89 7.63E-04 0.323 0.890 1.08 1.70E-06 0.545 
4700 1843.16 7.43E-04 0.347 0.957 1.08 1.73E-06 0.552 
4800 1928.46 7.24E-04 0.368 1.016 1.07 1.75E-06 0.561 
4900 2019.14 7.05E-04 0.383 1.064 1.07 1.77E-06 0.572 
5000 2115.6 6.88E-04 0.392 1.099 1.07 1.80E-06 0.585 
5100 2218.27 6.70E-04 0.396 1.120 1.07 1.82E-06 0.598 
5200 2327.6 6.54E-04 0.394 1.125 1.06 1.84E-06 0.611 
5300 2444.08 6.38E-04 0.387 1.115 1.07 1.87E-06 0.624 
5400 2687.19 6.22E-04 0.376 1.093 1.07 1.89E-06 0.637 
5500 2799.6 6.07E-04 0.363 1.058 1.07 1.92E-06 0.649 
5600 2902.23 5.93E-04 0.346 1.015 1.07 1.94E-06 0.659 
5700 2995.77 5.79E-04 0.329 0.965 1.08 1.97E-06 0.668 
5800 3081.02 5.66E-04 0.311 0.911 1.08 1.99E-06 0.676 
5900 3158.87 5.53E-04 0.293 0.855 1.09 2.02E-06 0.682 
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